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Yellow Band Rabbit Agility Test 
 

Rabbit:   _________________________________ Date:         ___________________ 

Handler: _________________________________ Evaluator: ___________________ 

 

PASSED �         FAILED �   (50 points required to pass) 

 

Area Score Explanation 

Rabbit’s obstacle skill /10  

Rabbit’s command responsiveness /30  

Handler’s command/praise /25  

Handler’s technique* /25  

Rabbit’s & Handler’s attitude /10  

   

Total /100  

*positioning, leash usage, and foot cues 

 

Automatic failure: Any handler abusive behavior towards the rabbit and unable, refusing, 

or skipping any required agility action. 

 

Major faults: Flattens/won’t move, handler dragging rabbit with leash, handler picks up 

or repositions rabbit, and poor attitude by rabbit or handler. 

 

Double minor faults: Diagonal jumps, handler on wrong side for push, no command, no 

praise, leash catching on obstacle, leash dragging on ground, and no/poor foot cues. 

 

Minor faults: Handler touching rabbit, handler tugging rabbit with leash, and too short of 

a pause. 

 

Test setup: A course will be set up with the following obstacles. 

Hop forward area Pause Box (sit area) Turns L&R (2) 

 

Additional testing information: Rabbit must be on leash for this test. 

 

Additional evaluator comments: 
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Green Band Rabbit Agility Test 
 

Rabbit:   _________________________________ Date:         ___________________ 

Handler: _________________________________ Evaluator: ___________________ 

 

PASSED �         FAILED �   (60 points required to pass) 

 

Area Score Explanation 

Rabbit’s obstacle skill /20  

Rabbit’s command responsiveness /30  

Handler’s command/praise /25  

Handler’s technique* /15  

Rabbit’s & Handler’s attitude /10  

   

Total /100  

*positioning, leash usage, and foot cues 

 

Automatic failure: Any handler abusive behavior towards the rabbit and unable, refusing, 

or skipping any required agility action. 

 

Major faults: Flattens/won’t move, bails off equipment, knocks down entire obstacle, 

takes obstacles out of order, lands in middle of spread jump, handler dragging rabbit with 

leash, handler picks up or repositions rabbit, and poor attitude by rabbit or handler. 

 

Double minor faults: Diagonal jumps, handler on wrong side for push, no command, no 

praise, leash catching on obstacle, leash dragging on ground, and no/poor foot cues. 

 

Minor faults: Knocks down single rail, pause too short, handler touching rabbit, pause too 

short, and handler tugging rabbit with leash. 

 

Test setup: A course will be set up which will include  

Arch (barrel jump) 18” A-Frame Jump 8” height 

Jump Spread 4”x4” Pause Box Turns L&R (min 2 each)  

 

Additional testing information: Rabbit must be on leash for this test. 

 

Additional evaluator comments: 
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Blue Band Rabbit Agility Test 
 

Rabbit:   _________________________________ Date:         ___________________ 

Handler: _________________________________ Evaluator: ___________________ 

 

PASSED �         FAILED �   (70 points required to pass) 

 

Area Score Explanation 

Rabbit’s obstacle skill /30  

Rabbit’s command responsiveness /30  

Handler’s command/praise /25  

Handler’s technique* /10  

Rabbit’s & Handler’s attitude /5  

   

Total /100  

*positioning, leash usage, and foot cues 

 

Automatic failure: Any handler abusive behavior towards the rabbit and unable, refusing, 

or skipping any required agility action. 

 

Major faults: Flattens/won’t move, bails off equipment, knocks down entire obstacle, 

takes obstacles out of order, lands in middle of spread jump, handler dragging rabbit with 

leash, handler picks up or repositions rabbit, and poor attitude by rabbit or handler. 

 

Double minor faults: Diagonal jumps, handler on wrong side for push, leash catching on 

obstacle, leash dragging on ground, no command, or no praise.  

 

Minor faults: Knocks down single rail, pause too short, handler touching rabbit, and 

handler tugging rabbit with leash. 

 

Test setup: A course will be set up which will include 

Arch (barrel jump) 18” Bridge (or A-Frame) Jump 10” height 

Jump Spread of 8”x8”  Pause Box  Tire 8” height  

Tunnel Turns L&R (min 3 each)  

 

Additional testing information: Rabbit must be on leash for this test. 

 

Additional evaluator comments: 
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Purple Band Rabbit Agility Test 
 

Rabbit:   _________________________________ Date:         ___________________ 

Handler: _________________________________ Evaluator: ___________________ 

 

PASSED �               FAILED �  (80 points required to pass) 

 

Area Score Explanation 

Rabbit’s obstacle skill /35  

Rabbit’s command responsiveness /30  

Handler’s command/praise /20  

Handler’s technique* /10  

Rabbit’s & Handler’s attitude /5  

   

Total /100  

*positioning, leash usage, and foot cues 

 

Automatic failure: Any handler abusive behavior towards the rabbit and unable, refusing, 

or skipping any required agility action. 

 

Major faults: Flattens/won’t move, bails off equipment, knock down entire obstacle, takes 

obstacles out of order, lands in middle of spread jump, handler dragging rabbit with 

leash, handler picks up or repositions rabbit, and poor attitude by rabbit or handler. 

 

Double minor faults: Diagonal jumps, handler on wrong side for push, leash catching 

obstacle, leash dragging on ground, no command, or no praise.  

 

Minor faults: Knock down single rail, pause too short, handler touching rabbit, and 

handler tugging rabbit with leash. 

 

Test setup: A course will be set up with a minimum of 15 obstacles which must include: 

Arch (barrel jump) 18” Bridge (or A-Frame) Jump 14” height 

Jump Airy 8” height Jump Spread 10”x10” Long Jump 16” (fly) 

Pause Box Pause Table Teeter 

Tire 12” height Tunnel Turns L&R (min 3 each) 

Water Jump Weave 6 poles 100% guides  

 

Additional evaluator comments: 
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Red Band Rabbit Agility Test 
 

Rabbit:   _________________________________ Date:         ___________________ 

Handler: _________________________________ Evaluator: ___________________ 

 

PASSED �         FAILED �   (95 points required to pass) 

 

Area Score Explanation 

Rabbit’s obstacle skill /50  

Rabbit’s command responsiveness /30  

Handler’s command/praise /15  

Rabbit’s & Handler’s attitude /5  

   

Total /100  

 

Automatic failure: Any handler abusive behavior towards their rabbit and unable, 

refusing, or skipping any required agility action. 

 

Major faults (failure at this band level): Flattens/won’t move, bails off equipment, knocks 

down entire obstacle, takes obstacles out of order, lands in middle of spread jump, 

handler dragging rabbit with leash, handler picks up or repositions rabbit, and poor 

attitude by rabbit or handler. 

 

Double minor faults: Diagonal jumps, leash catching on obstacle, leash dragging on 

ground, no command, no praise, or no pause.  

 

Minor faults: Knocks down single rail, pause too short (<2 seconds), handler touching 

rabbit, and handler tugging rabbit with leash. 

 

Test setup: A course will be set up with a minimum of 20 obstacles which must include: 

Arch (Barrel Jump) 24” Bridge (or A-Frame) Jump 16” high 

Jump Airy 12” high Jump Spread 12”x12” Long Jump 20” (Fly) 

Pause Box Pause Table Pivot Pole 

Recall Area 10’ Teeter Tire 14” high 

Tunnel Turns L&R (min 3 each) Water Jump 

Weave 6 (max 3 guides)   

 

Additional testing information: Rabbit may be on leash or off for this test. 

 

Additional evaluator comments: 
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Black Band Rabbit Agility Test 
 

Rabbit:   _________________________________ Date:         ___________________ 

Handler: _________________________________ Evaluator: ___________________ 

 

PASSED �         FAILED �   (95 points required to pass) 

 

Area Score Explanation 

Rabbit’s obstacle skill /50  

Rabbit’s command responsiveness /35  

Handler’s command/praise /10  

Rabbit’s & Handler’s attitude /5  

   

Total /100  

 

 

Automatic failure: Any handler abusive behavior towards the rabbit and unable, refusing, 

or skipping any required agility action. 

 

Major faults (failure at this band level): Flattens/won’t move, bails off equipment, knocks 

down entire obstacle, takes obstacles out of order, lands in middle of spread jump, 

handler leaves designated area, handler picks up or repositions rabbit, and poor attitude 

by rabbit or handler. 

 

Double minor faults: Diagonal jumps and handler on edge of designated area.  

 

Minor faults: Knocks down single rail, pause too short, and handler touching rabbit. 

 

Test setup: A course will be set up with a minimum of 20 obstacles which must include: 

Arch (Barrel Jump) 24” Bridge (or A-Frame) Jump 16” height 

Jump Airy 12” height Jump Spread 12”x12” Long Jump (Fly) 20” 

Pause Box Pause Table Pivot Pole 

Recall Area 10’ Teeter Tire 14” height 

Tunnel Turns L&R (min 3 each) Water Jump 

Weave 8 poles (no guides)   

 

Additional testing information: Rabbit MUST be OFF leash for this test. 

Handler cannot leave their designated area at the center of the course which will be 

approximately a quarter the size of the full course. 

 

Additional evaluator comments: 

 


